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Hallmark Interactive Story BUDDIES
When you read key words aloud, this new mystery-solving Story Buddy™
surprises you with responses all his own. Scooby-Doo comes with a book
and read-along CD, only at Hallmark Gold Crown. $34.95
Additional Interactive Storybooks $9.95 each

Meet all our Story Buddies and watch a demo at

Hallmark.com/StoryBuddy

Scooby-DOO responds

to his boo ks, REA D-A L0N G CD, app and

mo re.

Find the whole collection
exclusively at Hallmark Gold Crown.

As you
get near,
a witch will
appear!
Special
OFFER

Shadows & Shrieks Framed Print
As you get close, spooky
characters appear in the windows
while eerie sounds play.

$24.95

Ghostly Singing Duo

$15.95 with each purchase
of three Hallmark cards

Witch’s Hat
Door Decor

(regularly $32.95)

Moves to a trick-or-treat parody of
“The Addams Family” theme song.

Send guests shrieking as a
lighted witch’s face appears,
complete with spooky lights
and cackling sounds.

Offer details on flap.

$19.95

Special
OFFER

Halloween Greetings
From spooky to silly, surprise your
favorite people with Halloween wishes.

Jokin’ in the John Ghost

$12.95 with any purchase

My Pet Ghosts

(regularly $24.95)

Press the bottle stopper to hear
and see your pet ghost appear.

Surprises guests with a silly song
and phrases when they come near.

$9.95 each

Offer details on flap.

Discover more and get inspired at

3 cards = 100
bonus points
Unlimited. Every day.

Hallmark.com

the coolest
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Text Bands
ONLY AT HALLMARK GOLD CROWN

Now kids can bump fists, high-five or
shake hands to exchange messages
from band to band.
Choose a charcoal or purple starter band
with text module. Modules pop into
other fashion bands, sold separately.

Starter kits $14.99 each
Fashion bands $4.99 each

Learn more at

Hallmark.com/TextBands
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Look inside for your
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